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Mexico 
u  SDC took me to Mexico for the first time and truly exposed me to many 

different aspects of Mexican life 

u  Our journey began in the capital city and we made our way through farms, smaller 
towns and coastal cities 

u  We immersed ourselves in the culture and learned about the past, present 
and future of the country we were visiting 

u  Noticing its similarities to the United States, I still felt like I was in a different 
world in Mexico and appreciated the opportunity to explore it 



Experiences 

u  Travelling across Mexico to study the Mayan culture and observing different 
Mexican cities and their respective differences was an unparalleled 
experience 

u  We explored caves, underwater rivers, tropical rainforests, cenotes and    
other extraordinary sights 

u  Meeting new people, especially the host family, and creating lasting bonds 
was probably the most valuable experience of the whole trip  



SDC Family 

u  The hand-picked SDC group was the main component that allowed me to have 
as much fun as I did with SDC 

u  The group’s regional, ethnic, and academic interest diversity led to a well-
rounded group that I learned a lot from 

u  Not only were the Corps members unforgettable, our Corps leaders completed 
the whole group with their expertise and parental level care.  



Host Family Stay 
u  The host family stay was the part I looked forward to the most and 

it did not fail my expectations.  

u  As an only child, I cherished having two younger brothers for the 
first time ever  

u  My host parents, Silvia and Omar welcomed me into their home and 
genuinely treated me as one of their own 

u  I really enjoyed family activities such as going to my brother’s orchestra 
concerts, playing card games as a group and going running early in the 
morning 

u  What I didn’t expect that I came to love was meeting their 
immediate family members and going to the family bbq and a 
cousin’s birthday party 



Speaking Spanish 
u  As a prerequisite for the program, one of my main goals for the trip 

was to improve my Spanish speaking skills.  

u  While Spanish is not required to be spoken everyday, it is encouraged 
to truly interact with the people and culture.  

u  Listening to songs in Spanish and learning new words and phrases all added 
to the learning experience 

u  Different times, there are activities to talk to townspeople in Spanish 
and gather little pieces of information 

u  I improved my Spanish the most through the immersion of the host 
family stay and talking with my host family.  



Food 
u  We went to a variety of restaurants and shops where we bought traditional 

and nontraditional Mexican food.  

u  At most restaurants, there is foreign (American, Italian and etc.) food available but 
trying new food makes the journey so much more genuine.  

u  Often times, that foreign food does not taste the way you are used to because they 
only make it for tourists.  

u  One of the best experiences from SDC was making food with your host family 
for the departure potluck at the end of the host family stay 

u  Making quesadillas and common Mexican drinks with my host mother and brother 
was one of the moments that brought us together the most. 



Mayan Culture 
u  With the program titled “Mayan Quest”, our journey through Mexico featured 

Mayan culture heavily 

u  We went to Mayan ruins, old Mayan caves and Mayan burial sites after 
learning about their history and customs 

u  We went to many museums to study art and the stories of the Mayan people in 
different cities 



Reflection 
u  When I was accepted into the program, I expected to find the numerous 

differences between Mexico and the United States 

u  By the end of the trip, I recognized all the surprising similarities between my 
home and the places we visited 

u  Another unexpected concept that I realized was how connected foreign 
countries are and how much at a disadvantage the indigenous people are in 
Mexico 

u  I can truly say that this summer has been one of the, if not the, best summers 
of my life as a result of how amazing SDC made the Mayan Quest 



Application to the Future 
u  As a result of this experience with Student Diplomacy Corps, I have broadened 

my view on the world and I have a much greater appreciation for travel 

u  Following such an extraordinary program, I will encourage others to take advantage 
of programs like SDC to become more aware of the world that they inhabit and the 
various types of people that they share it with 

u  After meeting indigenous peoples and learning about the fight they are taking 
for their civil rights, I realize our similar issue with Native Americans that is 
not addressed often 

u  I hope to continue the relationships I created with both my SDC family and my 
amazing host family 


